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Eeyore
The Women’s College
2020 Student Yearbook

Letter from the Editor
Hannah Cook (Student Club Executive
Communications Representative)

This historic
publication
symbolises the value
of tradition and
history at Women’s
and provides a
special link between
past and present
Woozas.

Welcome to the 52nd edition of The Women’s College
Eeyore publication!
It gives me such immense pride to contribute to such
a rich history of The Women’s College as the editor of
Eeyore for its fifty-second year. Eeyore is a small stone
fawn and the first known mascot of Women’s. Eeyore
was hand carved during the early 1940s and found
refuge in the garden at Kangaroo Point, the first location
of The Women’s College. Eeyore later moved to St Lucia
and is now housed in the beautiful Maureen Aitken
Garden. This historic publication symbolises the value of
tradition and history at Women’s and provides a special
link between past and present Woozas.
2020 marks a year of change in multiple facets: a
change in tradition, culture and perception. 2020 has
thrown many curveballs as a result of the unprecedented
global pandemic. However, after three years at my
home-away-from-home, my sense of affinity and
belonging is well and truly alight.
Despite the impact of COVID-19, 2020 was an
extremely successful year in all academic, sporting,
social and cultural pursuits. We demonstrated true
Wooza spirit and sportsmanship to place third in the
ICC Sporting Cup and fourth in the ICC Cultural Cup.
While these accomplishments are important, what is
most special about our College is the unspoken sense of
belonging and pride that radiates through the hallways.
It is the giggles in the tearoom while procrastinating
studying and the simple smile when passing a fellow
Wooza in your hallway. It is the butterflies in your
stomach when shouting ‘From the Turf’ after a win
against Duchesne and getting photos in Maureen with
your best mates. It is a series of small moments that
really make Women’s the place that it is.
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Why come to Women’s College?
Emeritus Professor Carol Dickenson AM (College Council President)
Towards the end of the year, it is a good time to sit
back and reflect on why you came to The Women’s
College. What were you looking for: was it to balance
out the experience of tertiary study? Perhaps you
wanted to meet new people and have organised social
opportunities. Were you looking for a home-awayfrom-home, attracted by the strong support networks
provided in both academic and non-academic areas?
Perhaps you wanted less travel to and from uni and
good food that you did not need to prepare yourself. Or
were you coming from a rural/regional area and didn’t
know anyone?
Some comments that come up from our alumnae
who reflect back on their experience include how
College was the best part of university life. The
culture and environment offered by Women’s—lifelong friendships and networks that continue well after
College life—is described as a precious time that

provides many happy
memories. Professional
events organised by the
College were great as
were the inter-College
activities, and many also say “the food was good”.
Women’s has a very long history—over 100 years.
That sense of history and being part of creating the
future for young women is a great thing. We have many
wonderful alumnae who have walked through the same
corridors as you. They are strong and successful in
whatever they have pursued, and the College provides
you with the same opportunities—make sure you take
them.
I hope when you reflect on this year, it has proven
to be what you hoped for despite COVID-19! We hope
to see you back in the College next year, or to see you
move on and become part of our alumnae network.

Leading the College through 2020
Florence Kearney (Head of College & CEO)

“And once the storm is over, you
won’t remember how you made
it through, how you managed to
survive. You won’t even be sure
whether the storm is really over.
But one thing is certain. When you
come out of the storm, you won’t
be the same person who walked in.
That’s what this storm’s all about.”
– Haruki Murakami
As we welcomed our freshers
on Family Day in February—
young women opening the door
to university life; parents feeling
both pride and a touch of sadness
with their daughters leaving home;
Student Leaders stepping up
to new roles of mentoring and
influence—we could not have
imagined the unique experience we
would share in 2020.

It goes without saying that
COVID-19 had a profound impact
on student life this year, presenting
leadership challenges for staff
and students that have never
before been experienced. It was at
this time the College Leadership
Team recognised we were in a
crisis situation, which required
a systematic, comprehensive
management plan to guide us.
When the virus hit and the
universities made the decision
to close campuses, it was
understandable that students would
want to leave College and return
home. The College’s Leadership
Team, however, was determined
to keep the College open, to
accommodate the students who
had no other place to stay and to
give the College the best chance of
surviving the crisis and continuing
strongly into the future.
The critical factor in leading the
College through 2020 was teamwork
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from every member of the College
community. What has been achieved
was achieved together, with
students, parents, staff and Council
embracing the enormity of the
impact of the pandemic, and working
through the challenges with our
College’s values at heart. Flexibility,
goodwill and understanding have
been the hallmarks of the success of
the year, and our true Wooza spirit
has shone through.
I congratulate all students on
their resilience in accepting the
hand they were dealt this year,
adjusting to the unexpected
circumstances and making the
most of it. It has not been easy. I
especially congratulate and thank
Ella Cooper—whose leadership as
Student Club President has been
outstanding—as well as the Student
Leadership Team and the At
College Leadership Team, who led
the College through the COVID-19
storm in an unforgettable year.
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Senior Management Team
Sally Northcroft
(Deputy Head of College
and Dean of Students)

Elsa Geringer
(Deputy Head of College
and Business Manager)

The late Ruth Bader
Ginsburg (US Supreme Court
Associate Justice) spoke at
Harvard University’s Radcliffe
Institute for Advanced Study
in June 2015. When asked
about what advice she would
give young women today,
she replied by saying: “Fight for the things that you care about,
but do it in a way that will lead others to join you.”
The way that our leaders—our Student Club Executive and
our Resident Assistant team—have managed these challenges
has been to lead others to join them. Sometimes it was the little
things that gave a community like ours new strength. It was the
RA wing outings or wearing merch to cheer on our sport teams.
It was getting dressed up for Formal Dinners and organising
fitness workouts together in the Maureen Aitken Garden during
isolation. It was the Hottest 100 event whilst social distancing
and pulling off one of the most spectacular (Covid-impacted or
not) College Ball events ever!
I am grateful for the enthusiastic leadership of our RA team.
Their care and concern for everyone in College at all times
has been remarkable. I have been inspired by the impressive
leadership of our Student Club Executive President Ella Cooper.
I am grateful to her team and to the leaders who took on interim
roles during the toughest months of isolation. You stand on the
shoulders of the many Wooza giants who have gone before you,
and you should be ever so proud of what you have achieved!

2020 will be remembered
as a year of constant
adjustment as information
and government restrictions
changed on a regular basis.
Congratulations to Ella
Cooper for her outstanding
leadership during a very
challenging year and thank you to the student leaders and every
Wooza who did their part to support each other and the College.
One thing in particular that made me very proud is how many
students had to find a new job or a job for the very first time
to help mum and dad pay for College fees. COVID will change
the way we look at our own finances in the future, and many
students will truly understand the meaning and importance of
saving for a rainy day. We look forward to having many of you
back at College next year and for those valedictorians, we will
see you at our young alumnae events. Once a Wooza, always a
Wooza!

Susan McGinley
(Engagement & Marketing
Manager)

Sometimes it was the
little things that gave
a community like ours
new strength.

– Sally Northcroft
(Deputy Head of College and Dean of Students)

For decades to come, you
will reflect on the devastation
of cancelled College events
but, more importantly, you
will deliberate on how The
Women’s College survived
the COVID pandemic and
how a new sense of unity
evolved across the student community.
Congratulations to Third-Year Residents Ella Cooper and Risa
Utama for being nominated by the College in the 2020 Women
in Business Awards – Aspiring Young Business Women’s Award
category and being announced as Awardees of Merit. Thank you
to the 2020 Student Photography Team—Tegan Evert, Grace
Porter, Eliza White and Lucy Bowden—who have captured
thousands of treasured photographic moments throughout the
year, many of which feature in this student Yearbook.
Finally, my congratulations to Hannah Cook, our very
first student leader to undertake the Student Club Executive
Communications Representative role. Hannah, you have achieved
great things with the College’s Instagram page and being editor
of the new-look student Yearbook.

Jeff Sipek
(Operations Manager)
This year will go down in
history with your group being
the most versatile group of
residents to graduate from
The Women’s College.
You have all been an
enormous source of support
and inspiration to staff for the
way you have handled and
adapted to the life-changing experiences we have all faced. While
COVID has provided a disruptive year, I hope the foundations laid
by 106 years of former Woozas has allowed you to achieve your
academic goals and the opportunity to experience the culture
of being a Women’s resident. We are all very proud of you and I
wish our valedictorians a promising future.
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College Staff
Administration and Student Services Team (from
left to right): Andrea, Edna, Steph, Anne, Alice
and Rhonda.

Facilities Staff

Night Porters

Catering Staff

Housekeeping Staff

Student Club Executive
Eeyore

Ella Cooper
(Student Club Executive President)
2020, certainly wasn’t the year we were expecting, but it is the year that
happened. I am so proud of each and every Wooza—your resilience, commitment
and spirit has been unmatched.
This year at Women’s has been unlike any other. Our calendar, once full of social,
cultural, sporting and community events (and a bit of uni, I suppose!) was quickly
irrelevant. In a world where juggling uni, work and College whilst also thinking about
your next ball outfit was the norm, we were suddenly thrust into the unknown.
However, it was made clearly evident that, amidst the worldwide never-ending
change, the heart of Women’s remained strong. Even from a distance the feeling of
sisterhood was overpowering, infectious and one that engulfed us all. This feeling
unites all Woozas—past and present—and it is a feeling we all will never forget.
Reflecting on this year, I must say I am quite impressed for what we have actually been able to achieve, given
the circumstances. From O Week, Wooza Week, RE-O Week
and Wellness Week to the first ever TWC Hottest 100, a COVIDsafe Ball, rocking out at Bandfest, beating King’s in every sport
and raising more than $20,000 for Do It In a Dress, Woozas have
continued to dominate in every way. Whilst all of this is extremely
impressive, what I am most proud of is the culture we have
cultivated this year. “Never leave a Wooza behind” is so much
more than a saying.
It has been an absolute honour to serve you as President this
year. Although my time at Women’s has come to an end, I will
always be a Wooza and Shania Twain singing “Let’s Go Girls” will
always give me shivers.
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Vice President
Susanna Lehman
AAHHHHH 2020, what a year! Not the year we
were expecting, but it sure has been a memorable one.
This year has looked a little bit different for the Vice
President with the implementation of the Student Ambassador
program and the responsibility of being the alumnae and old-girl liaison.
The commencement of the Student Ambassador program saw the
involvement of 84 students representing the College on the two Open Days,
taking tours, Wooza for a Day and Zoom calls with potential Woozas.
The final event for me to organise this year was third-year drinks, which went
off without a hitch. I mean, what could be better, with the girls who have become
my sisters over the past three years in one room, celebrating all of our amazing
memories.
I have loved every minute of this year (give or take a few), from seeing
everyone looking beautiful at the ball to spending way too long in the tearoom;
it has been amazing. Thank you to every single person who has made College
such an amazing experience.

Treasurer
Abbey Webster

2020 ... Not the year
we were expecting,
but it sure has been a
memorable one.

2020 has
proved to be a
year to remember.
– Susanna Lehman
(Student Club Executive Vice President)
Navigating the
financial side of
2020 has certainly
been a challenge, but with the help of the Student Club Executive, we have managed
to deliver as much as possible whilst prioritising the health of the Student Club itself.
In February, we had our annual Student Club audit. Unfortunately, due to
COVID-19, we made the difficult decision to cancel Women’s @ Home and so
were unable to contribute to our chosen charity, Rural Aid. This proved a challenge
as well because the Student Club was left to figure out how to refund 550 people.
Quite the learning curve! While many of the girls were at home during quarantine,
our fantastic Second Year Representative, Ash Kane, organised the muchawaited merchandise orders! Coming into the second semester, the Student Club
Executive wanted to create a bursary scheme to alleviate some of the financial
burden that COVID-19 bought upon many girls in our community. We were thrilled to contribute 10 $2,000
bursaries in the hope that this would help students to return to Women’s.
In Semester 2, with the easing of restrictions, we set our sights on pulling together the 106th Annual Women’s
College Ball.
I have had a fantastic year as the 2020 Treasurer and really have learned so much. The Student Club itself is
looking very healthy and I wish all the luck to the 2021 Treasurer!
Xx Abs
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Secretary
Lucy White
2020 has been a year that all of us will remember. None of us could have
predicted the year this has been. Nevertheless, in true Wooza spirit, we have
made the most of the situation and have achievements to be proud of. It has
been an honour being the 2020 Student Club Secretary.
Throughout the year, all the required documents and necessary items have
been submitted to the Office of Fair Trading. This has allowed the Student Club
to remain as a level 1 incorporation. For the first time, the General Meeting and
Financial General Meeting were held online due to the circumstances.
This year has been challenging, but all in all, it has been an amazing year of
growth. I will be leaving this community with so many memories. I’m so thankful
to have crossed paths with every single one of you at this College and I know we
will always have that special bond of being a Wooza. You have all truly been a
part of making my Women’s experience so special. I love you all and thank you
for giving me the opportunity to be your Secretary.

Communications Representative
Hannah Cook
2020 was an exciting year as the first-ever Communications Representative. It
has been an absolute whirlwind of a year, however extremely enriching, fun and
successful. Taking on the Communications Representative role was a challenging
task initially as I was tasked with basically starting from scratch and building a
role from a simple 300-word position description. However, a couple of meetings
with Susan McGinley (TWC’s Engagement & Marketing Manager) later and I
found my duties and role in managing the Women’s social media, photographers,
engagement events and Yearbook publication.
From endless meetings with Susan to emails with our graphic designer Dilshad
and 126 Instagram stories
later, I have loved every
minute. It has been such
a pleasure to work with
the Women’s Instagram
page and promote our beautiful College to
prospective and past Woozas. It has been
incredibly rewarding to manage and
work with the talented Photography
committee and to produce absolute
fire content for our socials. Women’s
really do have the best Insta
game—not biased at all hehe!
The annual Yearbook has been
a colossal learning curve but
has been such a special part of
showcasing the year of 2020.
With love for the final time,
Cookie x

It has been such
a pleasure to work
with the Women’s
Instagram page and
promote our beautiful
College to prospective
and past Woozas.
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COVID-19 at
Women’s
Ella Cooper (Student Club
Executive President)
While the Coronavirus
pandemic has had a significant
impact on the College in 2020,
the sense of sisterhood and
community within Women’s has
and continues to flourish. As a
result of a large portion of the
Student Leadership Team (SLT)
leaving College for geographical
and financial reasons, an At
College Leadership Team (ACLT)
was formed to provide essential
pastoral care and support for
the 50 Woozas who remained
at College. A Student Club
General Meeting was called to
elect a Community Engagement
Committee to assist the Executive
in the cultivation and facilitation
of College life. Three Interim
Resident Assistant positions were
also formed to assist the four
existing RAs in their pastoral care
role.
The ACLT were instrumental
in delivering events that
encouraged engagement and
interaction in College life. To
me this speaks volumes of the
power of community, positivity
and creativity in sustaining and
improving the culture of Women’s
in 2020 and beyond.

Above: Our At College Leadership Team (ACLT) comprising of the SLT,
Community Engagement Committee and Interim Resident Assistants.

Above: The Community Engagement Committee Bijaya Khadka, Liezel
Viljoen, Molly Parker, Sherri Green and Maria Borres.
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COVID-19 Events
Our revised COVID-19 calendar did not disappoint!
Our girls participated in wine tasting, themed dinners
and craft activities. The list was endless!

COVID-19 Student Club Bursaries
As a result of the devasting impact of the Coronavirus pandemic, the Student
Club announced the creation of 10 Student Club COVID-19 Support Bursaries for
Semester 2. These bursaries were aimed at relieving the financial strain on families
due to COVID-19 and to help Woozas return to College for Semester 2.
In a time where the Women’s community needed to remain strong and
connected, these $2,000 bursaries targeted the core motto of ‘Never leaving a
Wooza behind’. The Student Club Executive were very fortunate of past Executives
in ensuring the longevity of Student Club finances, and were grateful to give back
the Women’s community through this initiative.

Student Club Executive President Ella Cooper and Head of College & CEO
Mrs Florence Kearney holding the COVID-19 Student Club Bursaries cheque.
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A Year in Review

“I’m thankful that Women’s isn’t just a place to
live. It’s a place in which to grow, make mistakes,
and learn about yourself and others and the
world. It’s a place to widen your perspectives
and share your days with people who are
exciting, smart, important and different. As much
as Women’s is a building and a mascot, Women’s
is all of you and the joy and effort you put into it.”
– Chloe Pearce
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2020: The Year
of the Wooza
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Sports Convenor
Phoebe Cuskelly
Sport in 2020 delivered epically.
As tradition holds, the year kicked off with the ICC Swimming Carnival in
week 2. We had 10 girls compete and a hoard of headband clad supporters
attend, with Women’s finishing fourth. The following weekend saw four girls
take to the badminton court, attaining fourth place again. Then COVID hit.
Despite our Woozas being spread across the globe, I still wanted to
bring the girls their weekly sporty content, so an isolation series was born!
These were weekly posts with exercise programs, mental health tips and
nourishing recipes on our resident fitspo page, Cool Runnings.
Semester 2 was set to be an absolute treat with six sports scheduled.
To fit with COVID restrictions, all sports operated in a pool fashion. It was
busy but awesome to be able to watch our sporty Woozas in action each
night from Wednesday through to Saturday!
First to come was netball. Two wins and one loss in the rounds landed us
a spot in the third place final where we successfully took out the bronze medal,
defeating King’s 24–13.
Thursdays were for basketball. The girls played hard during every game but had to grind until the third round to
get their first win. They versed Union in the 5v6 playoff, which they won 18–11.
The soccer girls were in impeccable form, losing only one of their round games. They bagged third place in the
end, defeating Emanuel 2–0 in the playoff.
AFL was the final team sport, where an undefeated season saw the girls in our only grand final match!
Duchesne proved the better team in the final, but a huge shout out to the adaptability of the girls with a change in
code to AFL 9’s Touch rules this year.
Week 7 brought the Athletics Carnival. Our team of eight performed impeccably across the track and field,
earning a podium finish in eight events. Women’s finished second overall, by just two points.
The ICC Regatta rounded out our sporting calendar. We entered five IV crews as well as the premier event of
the VIII. It was brilliant to end the year with an event where so many spectators could attend, and our girls raced
hard.
Despite the challenges faced, over 60 girls competed in sports for Women’s this year. I want to thank every
one of you. You always made our College proud, no matter the result. This year we placed third overall in the ICC
Sports Competition and that’s all down to your hard work and dedication.
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Badminton
Phoebe Parker (Badminton Convenor)
This year, we had an amazing go at badminton. All
while having a sensational weekend, our incredible team
hit their way to fourth place overall. As badminton was
one of the only sports to happen in Semester 1 this year,
the girls had a blast and after a quick few practices they
were on the court. The girls played brilliantly, working
well as two teams of two. After some gruelling games
against IH and Grace, the girls still persevered through
and kept a smile on their faces despite the heat in the
sports hall. I am so proud of the girls and the way they
played and want to thank them for giving it their all.
Congrats girls!

Swimming
Emily Hutton (Swimming Convenor)
The ICC Sporting Calendar kick started with our
amazing Swimming Carnival early in Semester 1. For
the 106th year, our Woozas modelled their creative
cardboard Wooza headbands in support of our talented
swimming team. Congratulations to the 10 Woozas
who represented Women’s so eloquently with great
sportsmanship! Our girls came away with fourth place, a
great improvement from our seventh place in 2019.
Thank you to all of the girls who came to support the
team and scream our war cries from the grandstand,
despite the miserable conditions. It means the world
to our swimmers to have such great support and
motivation. To my swim team, I am so proud of you for
embracing your inner fish and swimming your heart out
for the Maroon and Navy. You guys are the best!
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Netball
Eliza White (Netball Convenor)
With the year at hand, Netball took on a slightly
different format. The team this year was filled with
fresher talent and was coached by our very own Alice
Draffin. As with other sports, the Colleges were split
into two pools, with Women’s coming up against
Eman, a Grace/IH combo and finally John’s. An easy
win over both Eman and Grace/IH pitted us against
John’s, where the winner would then take on Duch
for 1v2. What followed was a spectacular game filled
with amazing intercepts, tough defence and talented
shooting. Sadly, we went down by a few goals, which
then placed us against King’s for 3v4. Fuelled by the
screaming crowd of Women’s supporters, we came
out on top, finishing third in the 2020 ICC Netball
competition (a great effort!!).
A big thank you to the weekly turnout of die-hard
supporters, who definitely carried us through the
tough moments, as well as to our coach and the
amazing girls who made up the team this year!

Soccer
Meg Munro and Ally Costanza
(Soccer Convenors)
47 days out: Finding out soccer got the all-clear
to go ahead. Thank you, Anastasia Palaczuk and UQ
sport!
46 days out: Found Coach “Studs Up”
Manassero, Coach “Go for the Ankles” Baxter, and
Manager “I Know What is Best for my Players”
Brennan.
19 days out: Trials begin... had 25 talented girls—
even Messi would be envious of—try out. Thank you
to all that tried out <3
2 days out: Last practice... had a friendly game
against Grace and IH. Thank you, Heidi for getting
the boys in order and a little territorial.
Game Day 15/08: Played our first game against
Cromwell, resulting in a strong win of 3–1. Was
followed by an unfortunate, but competitive, game
against John’s with a score of 1–0. We all looked
great in our mismatched jerseys, though.
Game Day 16/08: Annihilated King’s with a 7–0
win worthy of a 10-hour RE sesh.
Play-offs: Came third overall with a 2–0 win
against Emman—a great finish to the season with a
great team!
Soccer Drinks: The reason we all play College
sports (that or to beat King’s). The convenor, Ascog,
and the pizza gods delivered and a wonderful night
was had.
Special thanks to: All the talented, fun and hardworking girls—who we’ve all become so close to—
our two phenomenal coaches—who never changed
their profile pictures—our Powerade-providing,
orange slice-giving manager, and the TWCFC 2020
group chat for always going off.
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Athletics

Basketball

Georgia Frawley and Julia Becker
(Athletics Convenors)

Bronte Flynn (Basketball Convenor)

This year we were fortunate enough for the
Athletics Carnival to take place—this was super
exciting to find out! We selected a team of seven girls
to participate in a variety of track and field events,
and we loved to see a combination of first, second
and third years participate. With a restriction on the
number of spectators, there was a slight change
in atmosphere and sheer volume of the crowd.
However, the relays created as much energy and
excitement amongst the Colleges as they ever have.
We brought home second place overall, and we were
so grateful to have the opportunity to compete.
Georgia Frawley and Julia Becker xx

Despite basketball not necessarily being deemed
as a contact sport, our team this year managed to
redefine the game (big shout out to Sophia for that
one). Jokes aside, the season was a huge success
and although we didn’t come first, we managed
to beat King’s, so that’s all that matters. We were
blessed with two Leonian coaches who kept training
interesting by their use of questionable drill terms
and constantly being polar opposites of each other.
Trainings were always entertaining, to say the least—
especially when they’d still get our names confused
even with three Phoebes.
Another shoutout has to go to Lucy White for
carrying the team; we really couldn’t have done it
without you! Overall, we placed fifth for the season
and watched Ellie score the best three-pointer UQ
courts have ever seen in the last second of a game,
securing the win against Union.
A huge thank you to all the girls who came out to
help keep our heads in the game, we’re so thankful
for you all! Last but not least, thanks to the 10 girls
who made our little season the fun that it was—
you’re all the best xox
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ICC Rowing
Annabel Suttor and Amelia Frye
(Rowing Convenors)
Rowing has been a wild ride for
all of our participants this year! With
Semester 1 being cancelled, our hopes
of a Regatta were slim. UQ Sport,
however, pulled through at short notice
and our enthusiastic Woozas hit the
water for seven weeks of tough training.
From Firsts to Fifths, we had a slight
variation in experience. Nevertheless, a
few 5:00am starts had them all rearing
to go on 10 October, ICC Regatta Day.
Our trusty Seconds and Fifths girls
came home with wins, while our Firsts,
Thirds and Fourths battled close races,
all bringing home third placings. Overall,
we finished equal second with our Jabba
friends. We are very proud of all the girls
for such an incredible season.

ICC AFL
Georgia Kerr (AFL Convenor)
Well, who knew that ICC Touch would
go ahead, let alone be played by a
bunch of girls who thought they were
out there to tackle King’s, Duch and
John’s girls in our hunt for the number
one spot in ICC AFL?
Despite that little bump in the road,
the Women’s AFL team did themselves
and our College proud by coming
second in the competition, only to be
beaten by Duch in the grand final match.
Our team was made up of the
greatest group of girls you’ll ever meet!
They were girls who woke up early for
training on a Thursday morning and
who rushed back from uni on a Tuesday
afternoon to hone their skills in a game
new to most.
A special thanks goes to Vinnie
and Sean, our brother coaching duo
for merching up in some homemade
supporter gear and being a part of our
dream team.
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Supporter
Shots
Whether it’s shouting ‘From the
Turf’ after an amazing win against
King’s or making headbands for the
inaugural Swimming Carnival, it has
been a fabulous year for Women’s in the
ICC Sporting Cup. No matter whether
it’s by the track, field, court or pool,
there is no shortage of Wooza
supporters on the sidelines!
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Cultural Convenor
Ellie Ferguson
Our pre-COVID year started with a bang, with Women’s taking the toptippity-top spot in College Idol!! Sadly, that was all we had time for in first
Sem, but boy was second Sem a force to be reckoned with! With five
Cultural competitions crammed into fewer than eight weeks. We fought
valiantly in Chess but sadly couldn’t hold the fort from our very own
Dining Hall. Next up was One Act Play, with quite a fitting performance
of 10 Ways to Survive Life in Quarantine. Sadly, the judges didn’t quite
enjoy our relevant topic and we shuffled our way down to seventh place.
But then, Bandfest! What a treat of an evening, with the girls performing
brilliantly and landing us an INCREDIBLE SECOND PLACE!!! One of the
best placings Women’s has received in many years was not gone amiss,
bumping us up to fourth place. Art Show was next, with our arty Woozas
submitting some incredible pieces to come away with fifth. Last but not least
was our beautiful second-year rep, who spoke with great poise in the Oratory
competition, landing us sixth place.
With all the turmoil that this year bought, boy have we held strong, coming out
with fourth place in the ICC cup. I’m proud to be a Wooza xo
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Women’s Idol
Ellie Ferguson
(Cultural Convenor)
Women’s Idol was the perfect start
to the 2020 ICC Cultural Competition!
It was an amazing night of singing,
with four beautiful Woozas taking part
in the Women’s Idol Competition.
A big thanks to Grace Porter, Molly
Parker, Lara Miller and Ellie Ferguson
for showing off their stellar vocal skills
and for entertaining our Woozas. The
night concluded with a mystery guest
act from a well-known band. One
Direction stole the show after a fiveyear hiatus with a perfect rendition of
‘What Makes you Beautiful.’ Despite
it not being a ‘real’ guest act, it was a
hilarious and entertaining performance
nonetheless. Congratulations to
Ellie Ferguson for taking out the
competition!

College Idol
Ellie Ferguson
(Cultural Convenor)
We started off the year with a
BANG! College Idol was the first event
on our Cultural Calendar and boy did
it not disappoint. We started our year
strong, placing first with our very own
Cultural Convenor Ellie Ferguson’s
rendition of ‘Scars to Your Beautiful’
by Alessia Cara, accompanied by our
Deputy Senior RA, Camille Cherbuin,
giving us a nice head start in the
ICC competition. Held at the Red
Room pre-COVID, all Woozas sang
and shouted to bring in that crowd
participation mark, which didn’t go
amiss in the final scoring. We finished
the night with a Wooza war cry ‘Cat’s
in the Bag’, letting all the Colleges
know we were a force to be reckoned
with.
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One Act Play
Ellie Ferguson
(Cultural Convenor)
This year, Women’s decided to
choose a play fitting to our current
situation, aptly named ‘10 Ways
to Survive Life in Quarantine’. This
play allowed viewers to gain some
handy knowledge, tips and tricks
of things they could do during
quarantine to keep themselves
entertained. Our hilarious cast
consisted of Cassidy Thomson,
Imarnie Fatnowna, Izzy Steinhart,
Meg Filer, Lara Miller, Kate Utting,
Molly Parker, Christine Fairweather,
Ella Sinclair and Katelyn Green.
With laughter spread around
the theatre and some extremely
relatable experiences, our girls
provided a great performance and,
I’m sure, saved some people from
boredom during their quarantine.

ICC Chess
Competition
Ellie Ferguson (Cultural Convenor)
Chess this year was held in our very own
Dining Hall, where we welcomed all of the
UQ Colleges for a one-day tournament,
including seven ‘blitz’ rounds of five-minute
chess. The pressure was on, but our team
of four—Maria Borres, Merinda Bathe,
Brooke Radel and Meghan Johnston—kept
their cool against the other Colleges. Due
to our dear friend COVID, no spectators
were allowed, but the live stream from the
ICC page kicked off without a hitch with
over 800 people watching! There were
wins and losses and although we didn’t
win the tournament, we walked away with
our heads high and some great games of
chess played.
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ICC Cultural 2020
Gabby Meyers (ICC Representative)
Well what a year it has been! I have had the absolute
pleasure of being the Women’s ICC Representative
for 2020, with my biggest responsibility being ICC
Cultural. We absolutely hit the ground running, with
the ICC working closely with UQ Sport in regards to
cultural events for the first time ever. Although a tricky
transition, I truly believe that this changeover will benefit
the future ICC Culturals, especially when liaising and
connecting with the outside community.
We began our year with College Idol, which saw one
of the biggest turnouts this event has ever had! Thank
you to the team at the Red Room and my amazing
cultural partner from St John’s College for making
this event possible.
Unfortunately, our winning streak did not last
too long, as our year took a turn for the worst.
Persevering, we embraced the challenge and
proceeded to successfully plan and run the
remainder of the cultural year, with College Idol,
Bandfest, Chess and Art Show proving to be of
great success!
Aside from my direct responsibilities, I assisted
at all ICC events during this year, including the
ICC Regatta, Athletics and Swimming Carnival. I
have been so incredibly lucky to be a part of not
one but two amazing teams this year, and truly
have been given the best of both worlds. Thank
you so much for a magnificent year, and it has
been an absolute pleasure to represent such an
amazing and vibrant community. I will never forget you
nawww <3
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Social Convenor
Sajeewa Ranasinghe
It seems like it was yesterday—but also a century ago—when I was
elected to represent the Women’s Student Club as the Social Convenor.
2020 has taught me so many things and made me appreciate so much!
At the beginning of the year, I was able to launch into my role with P
Week preparations and assist the Student Leadership Team with O Week.
Once these two incredible weeks were over, I was straight-away getting
started on finalising Women’s @ Home. I was so attached to that event
that when we had to pull the plug four days out from the event, I lost all
hope of having a good year.
Exchanges stopped, all Semester 1 events were getting postponed or
cancelled and the year that all of the socials had planned was going down the
drain. But after a good few months of social distancing and getting the COVID
stats down, we were thankfully able to start planning social events again.
COVID-19 really shifted my perspective in a lot of ways. It made me realise
that Women’s girls are like no other. Coming back and starting off with Re-O
Week, I was very apprehensive that people wouldn’t take to the new way of socialising. But EVERY girl made the
most of that week and continued to support me to plan and execute bigger and better events.
My goal for the year—in a nutshell—was to plan a social calendar that made the girls enjoy and appreciate their
time at Women’s. Watching the girls vibe to Who is John and Jazz band at the ball, raise $3,500 for charity during
the Exec Auction, scramble to get to the regatta for a good Saturday session, and have mimosas and karaoke on
the deck the morning after the ball made things finally click into perspective for me. A good social calendar is not
what will make people enjoy and appreciate their time at Women’s; it’s the people—their vibe and their ability to
see the good in situations.
Being your Social Convenor for 2020 has been the biggest privilege of my life. I’ve had hard moments and
good moments. I’ve cried (A LOT) and laughed (A LOT), I’ve had a few bevvies (hehe), made some incredible
friends and captured a million memories I can’t ever forget.
Love always, Sagey

St John’s
Jazz Night
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Women’s Ball
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Wedding
Exchange &
Babes, Bowls
and Banter
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Year Level Drinks
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Social Events of 2020
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Fundraising and Sponsorship
Convenor
Chloe Pearce
This year has certainly been an interesting one: one full equally of
challenges and opportunities to innovate and create, and one that has
definitely taught us a lot.
The Community events started strong with the new and improved
‘College Road Clean Up Australia Day,’ where Women’s, Duch, John’s and
Leo’s swept through UQ, leaving it much cleaner than we found it! Next
was the old favourite, Shave for a Cure, with John’s. With three Woozas
choosing to cut their hair and one opting to shave it all off, we collectively
raised over $7,000 for the Leukemia Foundation. We then headed over
for an amazing breakfast at Duchesne to celebrate International Women’s
Day. It was an empowering morning for all, with the guest speaker—Katie
Norbury from Share the Dignity—helping to educate us all about period
poverty.
Later that semester, in an effort to stay connected even as we were apart, we organised a letter drop. Through
this, residents were able to send a letter to another resident, no matter where in Australia they found themselves.
We wrapped up Semester 1 with STAB, with Lara Miller being crowded the Queen of Knives at the end of it all.
Re-O Week saw the charity events back up and running with the re-introduction of the Exec Auction and the
raising of over $3,000 for Foodbank Queensland. Our most successful event was, by far, the annual Do it in a
Dress campaign. We had 80 girls choose to don a dress for the month of September and together we raised over
$20,000—an absolutely incredible result that will go a long way towards
educating girls in Sierra Leone and Uganda and helping to end the
cycle of poverty in these areas.
This year has definitely been challenging and at times
very stressful and hard, but also extremely rewarding.
I will never forget my time at Women’s College and the
incredible people I have met here.
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O-Week
(O) What a great start we had
to 2020! Celebrating tradition
and welcoming over 130 excited
Freshers to our Wooza Family!
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Wooza Academics
Alice Draffin (Coordinator of
Student Life)
Our Woozas have had an
outstanding year academically.
Despite the unprecedented
challenges of COVID-19 forcing
students to adapt to a fully online curriculum in a matter of
days, our students rose to the challenge and persevered with
their studies in first semester, achieving strong academic results
across the board. Second semester and the return to College
life for many of our students saw a recommencement of balancing
study with the many co-curricular and social pursuits of our wellrounded Woozas.
It has been an unbelievable achievement of our students, particularly
of the first years, to persevere through such trying academic conditions and
still achieve to a high standard. We are very proud of the driven, focused, and
balanced achievements of our students— congratulations Woozas!

Second semester ... saw a
recommencement of
balancing study with the
many co-curricular and
social pursuits of our
well-rounded Woozas.
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Formal Dinners
Alice Draffin (Coordinator of Student Life)
Despite the challenges presented to us with social distancing,
2020 still saw the 750-year-old Oxford tradition of Formal Dinners
persevere at The Women’s College.
A little bit of social distancing was never going to stop our
Woozas from coming together in this age-old custom! After the
resounding success of our Semester 1 Commencement and
Academic Dinners, we rallied to hold two very successful (albeit
COVID adapted) Formal Dinners during lockdown.
Semester 2 and the easing of some restrictions allowed us to
continue holding Formal Dinners, getting creative as we spaced
out over multiple spaces with live streaming from the Dining
Hall into Freda Bage! Despite all the challenges we have faced
in coordinating Formal Dinners during COVID, the spirit of the
occasion prevailed, allowing our community of bright young
scholars to come together to share good food, wine and company.
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Valedictory Dinner
Congratulations to our Graduands and
Valedicts of 2020! These special Woozas
were recognised and presented with their
certificates and gifts at the 2020 Women’s
College Valedictory Dinner.
We can’t wait to see where life will take
you next. Wherever it is, our best wishes go
with you! Always remember: Once a Wooza,
always a Wooza.

Congratulations to Liezel Viljoen, who
was announced as the 2020 winner of the
inaugural TWC Student Club Women’s Wooza
Award! (L–R: Ella Cooper and Liezel Viljoen)
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You have
brains in
your head.
You have
feet in your
shoes. You
can steer
yourself any
direction
you choose.
You’re on
your own.
And you
know what
you know.
And YOU
are the
one who’ll
decide
where to
go...
– Dr. Seuss,
Oh, the Places
You’ll Go!
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Resident Assistants

It is safe to say that our beautiful RA-RAs are such an important part of our College
experience here at Women's. From wing innings to late night chats, we are so lucky to
have such a supportive and welcoming group of RA-RAs. These girls truly embody the
Women's motto of ‘Never leave a Wooza behind’.
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Senior Resident
Assistant and
Deputy
Resident
Assistant
Julia Becker (SRA) and
Camille Cherbuin (DRA)
2020 really brought some
crazy times! With an amazing
team of Resident Assistants, we
were really looking forward to 2020.
This year we introduced two new officer
positions: Academic Officer (Emily Jobling) and
Associate Officer (Alana Topsfield), alongside our Equity Officer
(Phoebe Parker). We are so glad these positions were introduced, and it seems to have really tied together the
pastoral care component of our College.
O-Week was an incredible time for the first years and SLT to spend together, and watching it all come together
was incredibly rewarding. The first few weeks of semester saw the first years really settling in ... and then came
COVID. The College was fortunate enough to have Phoebe Parker and Liv Papallo fill in for the roles of SRA and
DRA, and we are so grateful to the two of them for their incredible service as Interim SRAs.
Coming back in Semester 2—the sense of home, community and friendship was amazing to be a part of again.
It has been an absolute privilege to take part in caring for the girls at Women’s. We are forever grateful for the
opportunity, and cannot wait to see all the love that next year’s RA team will have to offer!

Equity Resident Assistant
Phoebe Parker
I have loved my year as Equity Officer. While it was a bit stop-start due
to COVID, we managed to get back on track in the second semester,
with three different events happening to get everyone aware about the
struggles some people go through.
We started out with Straight Up Chats, informing everyone about
LGBTQI+ issues and non-issues in the world.
We then introduced a new event called You Can’t Ask That
(Indigenous Edition), where four of our lovely Indigenous Australian
girls came and told us their stories, and about the different ways they
grew up. It was a very moving night, with girls asking lots of different
questions and just having a chill night!
Finally, we had Mind Your Own Business, where we chatted about
mental health. It was another great event, where girls got to talk about
mental health openly.
Being the Equity Officer has changed my life, and I feel as though I have
learnt so much and have grown as a person. Thank you, everyone, for giving
me the opportunity to run these events.
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Associate Officer
Alana Topsfield
I’m so happy that this role was introduced this year at Women’s and I’m
very grateful that I got the opportunity to be the first Associate Officer.
With this role being designed to foster the inclusion of Associates within
the College and provide additional pastoral care support, my actions in this
role were all aimed towards this. I focused on connecting our Associates
with their wings and updating them about activities and events happening
around College, as well as trying to provide advice based on my own
experiences as an Associate.
Throughout COVID, I tried to ensure that our Associates still felt
connected to the Women’s, despite them sadly not being able to physically
visit the College for a period of time. I also worked with Sally Northcroft
(Deputy Head of College and Dean of Students) to arrange a virtual
morning tea, to check in with the girls, discuss the College’s COVID road
map and answer any questions they had.
I hope that my time in this role has helped our Associates feel more supported and
included at the College and, despite the impact of COVID, I hope all the girls have still
had a great year full of memories that will last a lifetime ... I know I have!

Academic Resident Assistant
Emily Jobling
Well, what a year this has been! We managed to get three weeks
of face-to-face learning before some of us returned home or stayed
at College to study externally. With the Rona adding extra pressures
to everyone’s academic life, the girls managed to overcome this and
receive incredible overall results. The first years managed to find a
balance between their academics, social lives and overall wellbeing,
while the second and third years seemed to only improve.
This year we introduced our Academic Mentors as an extra layer
of support, specifically for those in their first year of study. This
introduction was an absolute success and saw a direct correlation
in those who engaged and their results. The Academic Mentors went
above and beyond to assist their girls is any way they could. I want to say
a massive thank you to all the Academic Mentors who volunteered their time
to help and support those just starting out in their degrees or similar studies.
Despite COVID-19, we were still able host a number of academic events, including
our Women of the World event for Business Law and Commerce students (thanks,
Susan McGinley), as well as numerous Ready to Lead sessions (cheers, Draff!). Thank
you to staff who have gone out of their way to encourage us to do our best.
I have been so proud to watch the girls this year put so much pride and effort into
their university studies and I look forward to seeing the absolute power houses they will
become in their respective careers. I have no doubt I have had breaky in the d-hall with
a future Prime Minister, a neurosurgeon, an astronaut or maybe even the future Flo.
All my love,
Em x
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Bourne Wing
Alice Fowles and Olivia
Papallo (Bourne Resident
Assistants)
As soon as Liv and I saw the list of
girls who were going to call Bourne
home for 2020, we knew it was
going to be a bloody great year! We started off with
huge preparations for these wonderful girls, making
fun signs and decorations, distributing the O-Week
bags and adding a cute bilby (this year’s theme) to
every door.
Every first, second and third year in Bourne
has astounded us with their commitment and
participation in social, cultural, sporting and
community events—there is nothing these gals can’t
do. The Bourne Ghost still remains a scary part of
Bourne and every girl has bonded over the hairdryer
turning on at weird times, questionable sightings of
said ghost and many spooky stories told in the dark.
Throughout the year we have managed to create
bumbags (omg!) and they were a huge highlight,
and have many Mafia card game nights, coffee
walks, movie nights and RE seshes all for the
beautiful Bourne Woozas.
We cannot thank all the Bourne gals enough
for making our year amazing—despite noise
complaints and early morning fire drills. We are so
happy to have been your RA-RAs this year!
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Philp Wing
Bronte Flynn and Larissa Young
(Philp Resident Assistants)
Philp has never been so blessed with such a great group of
gals! We welcomed 26 new first years to the wing, who were
welcomed with open arms by their second and third year sisters.
We had the best mix of personalities to light up the hallways
and foster incredible friendships. Who would have thought that
bonding over learning TikTok dances could be the best way to
meet your best friend! Shout
out to Millie and Valentina for
showing off their moves—
TikTok fame is around the
corner!
Although COVID made it
the year we didn’t ask for,
the girls still managed to
band together and make
the most of what we had.
From impromptu beddominos to being chased by
a kookaburra in the hall, the
memories we made this year
will be ones we will never
forget xx
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Hartland Wing
Phoebe Parker and Caitlin
Bartlett (Hartland Resident
Assistants)
What a year!
We started off with a new cohort
of first years, who fit right in once
our second and third years arrived
after O-Week. We decided to have
a funky new year, with the Hartland
Quokkas being born!
Once isolation hit, it definitely
got harder, as some girls went
home and some stayed, but there
was always at least two people in
the lower Hart hallway blocking
someone’s way. We always gave it
our best to support our girls who
were in the various sporting and
cultural teams, and always helped
out Chlo with all things community.
There was also a little picnic in
NWF as a wing inning and a quick
wing outing to the Reddo before
cheering on our netball girls in Hart
this year; we really had a crazy
2020!
We’re so happy everyone in Hart
this year was with us, and we hope
that everyone enjoyed it as much
as we did!
Lots of love,
Phoebe and Caity x
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Cuppaidge Wing
Samantha Rogers and Amelia Frye (Cuppaidge Resident Assistants)
This year, we welcomed 34 crocs to our hallway, 17 of which were our amazing
first years who were thrown straight into College life during O-Week.
We started off 2020 with a wing inning, which was a great way for our first years
to meet our wonderful returners. We personalised our hallways with some cute
baby pics, photos of our furry friends and some of our favourite quotes.
Soon enough, corona came rolling around and many of us parted our separate
ways, but we were lucky enough to have a few of our crocs stay over iso—and we
loved having you. The start of Semester 2 brought around Re O-Week, where we
welcomed some new crocs into our family. We hosted a hallway picnic, which was
a lovely way to catch-up and reconnect with each other after the long break.
This year we produced undoubtedly the best merch item—the Cupp croc
bucket hat. It has been powerful seeing the crocs (and a few non-crocs hehe)
repping our merch out and about. We would like to say a massive thank you to the
SLT in Cuppaidge this year—Cami, Ella and Chloe—we really couldn’t have done it
without you! Thank you for being our unofficial RA-RAs.
We have loved getting to know all of you this year; thanks for an amazing year,
crocs.
Cuppaidge Cwocs forever,
Your RA-RAs Sami and Amelia
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Centenary Wing
Eva Bunker and Isabella Maccarrone
(Centenary Resident Assistants)
Although 2020 was not the year we expected, it certainly
has been a big one! Issy and I started off the year welcoming
an incredible group of first years into their new home: Centen.
After O-Week, we greeted our Centen returners and
witnessed our hallways filling up with new friendships and
close connections. From watching Bachie in the lower
Centen commo to representing Women’s in sporting,
cultural and community activities; from wing inning movie
nights to casual chats in the hallways; from shower parties
to decorating our hallways with baby photos and quotes,
Centen has become more than just a place where we live, it
really has become a home for us all.
Alana, Issy and I have loved being your RA-RAs and we
are so proud of the amazing Woozas you have become. It
has been a pleasure to be involved in your life this year, and
we wish you all the best in the future!
Lots of love always from your RA-RAs, Eva, Issy & Alana xx
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Red Frogs @ Women’s
Lydia Prater (Head Red Frog at The Women’s College)
Running Red Frogs at Women’s is honestly one of the biggest
joys in my life, and I am so grateful for every single friendship I
have formed throughout the past three years here. Often I get
asked the question “why do you do it?” and although it appears as
a simple question, I always find it quite difficult to articulate why
in a short answer. To me, doing Red Frogs is about so much more
than just giving out water and fairy bread at events or cooking
pancakes. In fact, I would say it’s not really about that at all. Doing
Red Frogs is about people. The people we meet, the people we
form connections with, and the people we get to love, support
and encourage along the way regardless of their situation and
circumstances.
Every single day I am so grateful for all the students and staff at
Women’s, and I consider it to be one of the biggest privileges to be
welcomed into being a part of this community.
To all the third-year girls and other students leaving Women’s in
2020, I wish you nothing but the best in your future endeavours and
look forward to seeing all the incredible things you will accomplish
in your lifetimes! To the girls returning next year, I can’t wait for
many more fun-filled nights with you all, with pancakes, fairy bread
and—of course—red frog lollies!
Lydia xo
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Mary Wooza VIII

The year of 2020 celebrated the most honourable monarch in the land of the ICC — Queen Mary Wooza VIII.
Mary Wooza VIII was coronated in a touching ceremony that celebrated the dawn of a new reign. Mary Wooza VIII
epitomises the Women’s spirit and is the ultimate symbol of grace, poise, intelligence and beauty.
Long live the Queen, All Hail Mary Wooza xx
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Pets of Women’s

Frankie

We are so lucky to have an array of fourlegged friends who are always down for
a walk and a calming pat. They certainly
brighten our day and make Women’s our
home away from home!
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Quotable Quotes

2021
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“I guess
… I hope.” loon
is
Kah
– Noor

ON

*Sees possum*
“Don’t worry guys! It’s just a squirrel!!!!!”
– Anonymous, potentially unaware we
don’t have any wild squirrels in straya

*In Indro*
“It kinda smells like France in here.”
– Anonymous, 18 years old

“SCOMO put the ban
effective Monday
so he could go to
the footy ... but like
CORONA does not just
operate in business hours.”
– Lucy White

“When I close my
eyes… I can’t see.”

– Anonymous

“Math just gets
me going... this
parabola is so sexy.”
– Abbey Webster

“Noor you look like Nick Jonas’
wife… paprika or whatever her
name is.”
– Anonymous, 18 years old

“I can

’t like
that um… it w
peop
eirds
l
e
me ou
l
ike tu
– Ano
t
rn 15.
nymo
”
us, 20
years
old

“Where did we buy
Mary Wooza from?”
– Lilli Anderson

“Fire, floods, virus ... it’s
BLOODY JUMANJI out
he

re.”
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– Susie Lehamn
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Third Years aka ‘Fossils’
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It has been a three-year long rollercoaster ride
on our Women’s journey, but we wouldn’t have
it any other way. Best wishes to our Valedicts
on a successful and prosperous future!

Always remember –
Once a Wooza, Always a Wooza!
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Second Years
Ashleigh Kane and Noor Kahloon
(Second Year Representatives)
2020. The Women’s College.
College. Corona. Corona cancelled
College. But wait. Second years at
College. Corona is scared.
We began the year with Wooza
Week and got to reacquaint
ourselves while meeting the first
years (who were—we have to
admit—pretty cool). Babes, Bowls
and Banter was our chance to meet
these cool and quirky individuals,
while also flaunting our own coolness and
quirkiness. Then the long and tedious process
of ordering merchandise began, but was
quickly stopped due to Miss Rona. All of the
companies that we ordered through are largely
based in China, so due to the intensity of the
situation overseas, we had to delay our merch
order.
But never mind! Even though the vast
majority of College was merch-less, we
gathered ourselves and stuck out some tough
times in isolation. From games of mafia to
across-the-hall chats and movie nights, College
was not normal but it was still a good time. The
girls at home also managed to stay informed
and have a giggle at the same time thanks to
the Women’s Weekly.
Then came the much-awaited second
semester, where everyone came back!
Man was that a reunion to remember. And
with everyone back and factories in China
reopening, we got our merch!! With everyone
sloppy-joed up, we got into Wellness Week,
arguably the most relaxing week of the year.
We had some really nice chats, including Mind
Your Own Business, You Can’t Ask That and
Sexual Health.
We finished off the year with the Second
Year drinks and oh man ... what a night. We
don’t think we’ll explain much about this. What
happened at drinks shall stay at drinks.
We are so, so beyond grateful that we got
the chance to spend this year with the most
incredible group of girls. You guys really are
the greatest, and we thank you for letting us
be stupid with you. Thank you for trusting us
and for not being afraid to stand up for what
you believe in, because man there are some
powerful women in this cohort.
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First Years
Molly Parker (First Year Representative)
Hot and Dangerous Freshers
Well, 2020 definitely hasn’t been what any of us were expecting for
our Fresher year. We started off with a bang, with the best O-Week ever,
thanks to the absolutely incredible work of the SLT. A few weeks into the
semester, we were all living our best lives, having started rehearsing for
cultural events, training for sport, and experiencing our first few exchanges
... until COVID hit. It was sad to see so many first years going home after
just a few short weeks at College, but for those who stayed, we definitely
made the most of iso!
We were all so excited to be able to come back to a full College
in Semester 2. So much has happened—from Soccer to Netball to
Basketball, as well as One Act Play, Chess and Bandfest; there is no lack
of talented freshers in the sporting and cultural space. Everyone was
looking #hotanddangerous at the 106th Women’s Ball, First Year Drinks,
and at plenty of other social events throughout the semester. Our girls
also showcased their comedic abilities in Freshertainment, which I’m sure
everyone would agree was the best event of the year!!
It goes without saying that we’ve all been through a lot this year, but our
freshers have—without a doubt—shown true Wooza spirit through it all.
To those who aren’t staying for second year, we’ll miss you, but we know
you’re all going to do wonderful things out in the world!
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Wooza
Wall

First Year
Residents

Information is correct
at time of printing.

Sophie
Alcorn

Lilli
Anderson

Tanylle
Ashenden

Alexandra
Atkinson

Merinda
Bathe

Florence
Beci

Lara-Jane
Biggin

Lily
Black

Immigen
Borland

Kelsey
Bretherton

Charlotte
Britton

Kirsten
Brown

Grace
Buckley

Georgia
Bull

Taylor
Busbridge

Laura
Carniel

Lucy
Carswell

Lucy
Charles

Maddy
Clark

Isabelle
Coleman

Valentina
Colombini

Madeleine
Coppo

Matilda
Craig

Ruby
Daly

Ella
Darlington

Keeley
Dunne

Sophia
Dyer

Finn
Easson

Courtney
Eckhardt

Kiera
Ewart

Christine
Fairweather

Imarnie
Fatnowna

Megan
Filer

Keara
Fitzgerald

Kiara
Fourie

Sarah-Jane
Foxton

Emily
Gibbs

Erin
Gilmore

Teagan
Harker

Milla
Harrison

Chandra
Henderson

Taeha
Herbert

Phoebe
Heslop

Eliza
Hobson

Amy
Jocumsen

Tiarn
Johannesen

Isabella
Joubert

Kate
Kavanagh

Bijaya
Khadka

Aryana
Krpan

Lisa
Lopachyk

Natasha
Lys

Lucy
Mantova

Emily
McFarland

Bonnie
McKinlay

Bridget
Meyers

Siena
Morosini

Emmeline (Millie)
Murray

Anya
Myers-Gommers

Meg
Newman

Korinna
Nock

Meaghan
O’Callaghan

Billie
O’Neill

Catherine
Ostwald

Jacqueline
Palmer

Molly
Parker

Abigail
Pratt

Sabine
Priestley

Brooke
Radel

Sophie
Radunz
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Pamela
Reilly

Grace
Risby-Jones

Sarah
Risby-Jones

Meredith
Ross

Harriet
Ryan

Mia
Sandell

Kate
Schluter

Chloe
Scott

Emma
Serisier

Chloe
Shoyer

Amber
Sinclair

Lily
Slack

Jessica
Smith

Madelyn
Sparrow

Siena
Stacey

Lucy
Stefanovic

Isabelle
Steinhardt

Monica
Stephan

Briana
Suey

Sarah
Taylor

Mary
Turner

Claudia Van
Weerdenburg

Liezel
Viljoen

Lauren
Ward

First Year
Associates
Brooke
Weir

Charli
Wellwood

Madeline
Whish-Wilson

Ella
White

Carley
Wright

Savannah
Wright

Lucy
Zarew

Isabella
Baker

Juliet
Biemann

Lily
Bligh

Miah
Clarke

Sophie
Cosgrove

Zara
Doyle

Georgia
Forster

Zara
Haines

Isabella
Kelly

Alexandra
Land

Laura
Manly

Elisabeth
McCoombes

Ruby
Ridgway

Carlene
Santamaria

Sophie
Smaha

Olivia
Smith

Tharushi
Abeyratne

Jody
Arulventhan

Maisy
Blair

Maria
Borres

Second
Year
Residents
Phoebe
Turner

Lucy
Ware

Phoebe
Wyllie

Ricqui
Bradley

Jaime
Bretherton

Jemma
Cawood

Brittnee
Cook

Alessandra
Costanza

Charlotte
Cowan

Breanna
Cumner

Catherine
Custance

Sofie
Doyle

Karis
Edwards

Tegan
Evert

Hayley
Favelle

Bronte
Flynn

Amelia
Frye

Madison
Glasgow

Katelyn
Green
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Sherri
Green

Leah
Grundon

Mae
Harris

Erin
Hawkins

Isabel
Hayes

Teagan
Hobbs

Natasha
Jennison

Sierra
Jensen

Anne
Johnson

Meghan
Johnston

Noor
Kahloon

Ashleigh
Kane

Gemma
Kelly

Madeline
Kennedy

Georgia
Kerr

Biranathy
Kokulan

Amelia
Krpan

Teanna
Matthews

Cameron
McGeachie

Lara
Miller

Meg
Munro

Meilabella
Nezic-Moon

Olivia
Papallo

Phoebe
Parker

Third Year
Residents
Grace
Porter

Annabel
Suttor

Kate
Utting

Keely
Walsh

Eliza
White

Janaya
Wright

Larissa
Young

Nadia
Barrow

Caitlin
Bartlett

Julia
Becker

Molly
Border

Courtney
Box

Eva
Bunker

Camille
Cherbuin

Hannah
Cook

Ella
Cooper

Phoebe
Cuskelly

Ellie
Ferguson

Alice
Fowles

Emily
Fox

Emily
Jobling

Susanna
Lehman

Paris
Leung

Xiaohong (Kate)
Liang

Isabella
Maccarrone

Gabriella
Meyers

Maggie
Murphy

Elizabeth
Newell

Chloe
Pearce

Sajeewa
Ranasinghe

Samantha
Rogers

Emma
Shlager

Ella
Sinclair

Georgia
Snare

Rani
Stephensen

Cassidy
Thomson

Alana
Topsfield

Risa
Utama

Abbey
Webster

Taylor
Barnes

Alexandra
Browning

Kate
Harvey

Madeleine
Hornsby

Paige
Milton

Katherine
Richards

Returning
Associates
Lucy
White
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Students not pictured on the Wooza Wall
First-Year Residents
Alexandra Titmarsh
First-Year Associates
Jacqueline Buttula
Madeleine Duncan
Ava Gaffney
Julia Ganter
Sophie Sheppard
Paris Welch
Second-Year Residents
Lucy Bowden
Georgia Frawley
Zoe Garraway
Georgia Henderson
Ingrid Kotzee
Emma McIntosh
Isabella Morosini
Leila Pedrosa
Portsea Turton
Third-Year Residents
Jayde Crowe
Dakotah Love
Claudia Schmelzer
Sally Wong
Returning Associates
Chloe Alcorn
Katie Jobling
Portia Jones
Lauren McDonald
Grace Meares
Molly Murphy
Sophie White
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